abstract: Current research recognizes that both the spatial and temporal structure of the landscape influence species persistence. Patch models that incorporate the spatial structure of the landscape have been used to investigate static habitat destruction by comparing persistence results within nested landscapes. Other researchers have incorporated temporal structure into their models by making habitat suitability a dynamic feature of the landscape. In this article, we present a spatially realistic patch model that allows patches to be in one of three states: uninhabitable, habitable, or occupied. The model is analytically tractable and allows us to explore the interactions between the spatial and temporal structure of the landscape as perceived by the target species. Extinction thresholds are derived that depend on habitat suitability, mean lifetime of a patch, and metapopulation capacity. We find that a species is able to tolerate more ephemeral destruction, provided that the rate of the destruction does not exceed the scale of its own metapopulation dynamics, which is dictated by natural history characteristics and the spatial structure of the landscape. This model allows for an expansion of the classic definition of a patch and should prove useful when considering species inhabiting complex dynamic landscapes, for example, agricultural landscapes.
ture (i.e., heterogeneity) has been supported by many studies (Durrett and Levin 1994; Moilanen and Hanski 1995; With and Crist 1995; Bascompte and Solé 1996; Hanski 1998; Bevers and Flather 1999; Hill and Caswell 1999; With and King 1999; Hanski and Ovaskainen 2000) that show that spatial features such as patch connectivity, patch size, and the assumption of local dispersal are essential to understanding the dynamics of a population. In addition to the spatial structure of the landscape, recent research also has touted the importance of the temporal structure of the landscape (Merriam et al. 1991; Gyllenberg and Hanski 1997; Marquet and Velasco-Hernández 1997; Brachet et al. 1999; Hanski 1999; Keymer et al. 2000; Crone et al. 2001; Johst et al. 2002; Marquet et al. 2003) . The general consensus is that temporal components interact with the spatial components to determine metapopulation persistence (Fahrig 1992; Hanski 1999; Keymer et al. 2000; Johst et al. 2002) .
Many natural landscapes are dynamic (e.g., prairie potholes subjected to periodic drought, canopy gaps in forests), and landscapes dominated by humans often exhibit temporal changes in structure as well (e.g., crop rotations in agricultural ecosystems, schedules of timber harvest in managed forests). The prevalence of dynamic landscapes requires a closer consideration of patch dynamics in the persistence of metapopulations. In this article, we develop a metapopulation model that integrates both the spatial heterogeneity and temporal dynamics of patches within the landscape.
Models
Our model is an analytically tractable patch model that incorporates both the spatial and temporal structure of the landscape by blending two previous models. We chose to capture the spatial structure of the landscape by following a spatially realistic Levins model (SRLM; Moilanen and Hanski 1995) . Temporal structure was added by emulating a dynamic landscape model (DLM; Keymer et al. 2000) . In this section, we provide a brief review of each of these previous models, followed by an overview of our 
Spatial Structure
The SRLM (Moilanen and Hanski 1995; Hanski and Ovaskainen 2000; Ovaskainen and Hanski 2001 ) is a continuous-time patch model that incorporates the effects of the spatial landscape into classical metapopulation dynamics. This model assumes a finite number of n patches. Each patch has an associated area as well as a connectivity rating based on the distance of the patch in question to all other patches in the network. The model retains the basic flavor of the Levins model (Levins 1969) by assuming that meta-population dynamics are governed by the balance between colonization and extinction. Let be the probability of p (t) i patch i being occupied at time t, where . Then i p 1, … , n dp (t)
where and are the colonization and extinction C (7) E (7) i i rates for patch i. Spatial structure is incorporated by invoking two canonical assumptions. First, the colonization rate of each patch is assumed to be proportional to patch connectivity, which is dependent on the patch areas, interpatch distances, incidence of patches, and a species' intrinsic dispersal ability (Adler and Nürnberger 1994; Hanski 1994 Hanski , 1998 . Second, extinction rates are assumed to decrease as a function of patch area, reflecting the belief that larger areas support larger populations and that extinction risk should decrease as a population grows (Gilpin and Diamond 1981; Hanski 1992) . Based on these assumptions, the rates governing metapopulation dynamics can be quantified as respectively, the area of patch i and the distance between patches i and j. All other parameters are related to the lifehistory characteristic of the focal species: is the average 1/a migration distance, and c and e are constants that scale colonization and extinction rates, respectively. Ovaskainen and Hanski (2001) 
The matrix is unique not only to the landscape and M focal species but also to assumptions specific to SRLM (Hanski and Ovaskainen 2000; Feng and DeWoody 2004) . This persistence threshold, equation (4), is analogous to Levins' Rule, , which states that the proportion of h 1 e/c habitable patches h must exceed the fraction of empty patches at equilibrium (Hanski et al. 1996) . Thus, heuristically, is a measure of the amount of suitable habitat l M in the landscape-hence the term "metapopulation persistence capacity" (Ovaskainen and Hanski 2001) . Another term defined by Ovaskainen and Hanski (2001) is the "metapopulation invasion capacity," denoted , which del I fines the ability of an empty network to be invaded by a single local population. For Levins-type models, that is, models with no Allee effect (Allee 1931) , , and l p l I M the quantity can simply be called "metapopulation capacity" (Ovaskainen and Hanski 2001) . Since a, e, and c remain constant for a given species, the metapopulation capacity provides a way to rank different landscapes in terms of a species' invasibility and persistence (Hanski and Ovaskainen 2000) . Note that the SRLM provides a means of monitoring the expected probability of occurrence for a species at two scales: patch and landscape. Keymer et al. (2000) proposed to explore the consequences of spatial and temporal heterogeneity by allowing patches to change in quality. Building on earlier work (Marquet and Velasco-Hernández 1997) , Keymer et al. (2000) developed a lattice metapopulation model based on interacting particle systems (IPS). This new model incorporated both spatial and temporal structure. Unfortunately, their analytic thresholds were derived from a mean field approximation that neglected spatial structure and concentrated on the dynamic nature of the landscape. We will refer to this approximate model as the dynamic landscape model (DLM). They concluded that persistence thresholds were dependent on and often dominated by the rate of habitat destruction.
In the DLM of Keymer et al. (2000) , each patch can be in one of three possible states, . These patch S p {0, 1, 2} states are defined as uninhabitable, habitable but empty, and occupied, respectively. Let denote the proportion P(t) i of patches in each state, . The model has four pai S correspond to patches being uninhabitable, habitable but empty, and occupied, respectively. Patch dynamics are governed by destruction and creation rates b and l, while metapopulation dynamics are governed by colonization and extinction rates c and e.
rameters: the rate of patch creation ( ), the rate of patch l destruction ( ), the rate of propagule production ( ), andb c the extinction rate for local populations ( ). The first twõ e parameters describe the patch dynamics, that is, the transition between habitable and uninhabitable patches, whereas the last two parameters refer to metapopulation dynamics, that is, extinction and colonization dynamics. Figure 1 depicts how these transition rates change the state of the patches. The DLM can be described by
dt System (7) has a unique globally stable nontrivial equilibrium ( ):
The expected amount of suitable habitat is given bỹ
0˜l ϩ b and the expected lifetime of a habitat is given by 1 t p .
( 1 0 
) b
Define as the equilibrial proportion of habitable * * P p P /s 2 patches occupied by a species:
( 1 1 
min Conditions (12) and (13) must be satisfied in order to achieve metapopulation persistence. Thus, "effective" colonization and extinction rates are given by and˜cs e ϩ , respectively. Although the IPS model of Keymer et al. 1/t (2000) was spatially explicit, all spatial structure is lost in their mean field DLM. Their comparisons of the IPS and DLM revealed that the DLM consistently overestimated the expected patch occupancy as well as the threshold * P conditions, and these estimates worsened as approached R 0 1 (Keymer et al. 2000) .
Merging Spatial and Temporal Structure
In this section, we combine the approaches of Hanski and Ovaskainen (2000) and Keymer et al. (2000) to develop a metapopulation model that permits examination of patch dynamics in conjunction with connectivity via a spatially realistic patch model. Consider a landscape composed of n patches with each patch in one of the three possible states, (uninhabitable, habitable but j S p {0, 1, 2} empty, occupied). Let of patch i being q (t) p probability i0 uninhabitable at time t, of patch i q (t) p probability i1 being habitable yet empty at time t, q (t) p probability i2 of patch i being occupied at time t,
rate of patch i, and rate colonization E (q (t)) p extinction 
probabilities of each patch being occupied at time t) for . Then our model is described by the foli p 1, 2, … , n lowing equations:
dt where . i p 1, 2, … , n We will henceforth refer to this system as the spatially realistic dynamic landscape model (SRDLM). Using the constraint for , we can
reduce the dimension of this system (14) by eliminating the equations in the following manner:
where . Define the state of the reduced i p 1, 2, … , n SRDLM by the vector
, where is the relative de-
struction rate of patch i. Consider the following general assumptions on colonization and extinction. First, , for all nontrivial in
, and whenever
for all in S. In biological terms, this means we j ≤ n q 2 assume no migration from outside the metapopulation, no patch is completely isolated, and the colonization probability of an empty patch is independent of or increased by the occupancy of other patches.
Second, for all nontrivial in , and
all in S. In biological terms, this means we assume that q 2 each local population has some vulnerability to extinction and that the extinction rate of extant patches is independent of or reduced by the occupancy of other patches.
Under these assumptions, the reduced system (eq. 
As proved by Diekmann et al. (1990) , has at least H Ϫ D Now consider the following specific forms for the transition probabilities. Let the patch colonization and extinction rates be defined in the traditional manner:
where once again is the average dispersal distance for 1/a the species, is the intrapatch distances, and e and c are d ij constants that scale extinction and colonization rates. If we further assume area-dependent rates for patch creation and destruction, then
with ; where l and b are the background i p 1, 2, … , n creation and destruction rates of the landscape, then spe-cific persistence thresholds can be derived (Feng and DeWoody 2004) . In this case, can be written as 
Note the similarity between the SRDLM threshold and the SRLM, equation (4). Although the matrix differŝ M slightly from Hanski and Ovaskainen's landscape matrix given by equation (5), it can be shown through M the following similarity transform-, where
Ϫ1
M p A MA -that both matrices share a common set of A p diag(A ) i eigenvalues (Horn and Johnson 1985) . It follows then that . Thus, the thresholds are consistent, provided l p lM M there is no dynamic destruction of habitat (i.e., ). b p 0 In a fashion similar to Keymer et al. (2000) , we define
0 e ϩ 1/t to be the long-term probability that any patch is suitable, the expected lifetime of a habitat patch of unit area, and the effective reproduction number as the ratio of the effective colonization rate (i.e., ) to the effective excl ŝ M tinction rate (i.e., ), respectively. Thus, in context e ϩ 1/t of a dynamic landscape, effective landscape capacity is given by
. From equation (20), we obtain the following l ŝ M two interdependent thresholds for metapopulation persistence:
min M
Comparing these thresholds with (12) and (13), which are corresponding thresholds for the model without landscape connectivity, we can see how metapopulation capacity affects the two thresholds by scaling the amount of lM suitable habitat, which changes colonization ability. These thresholds now incorporate the spatial structure of the landscape through the and s, the temporal landscape lM structure through t, and the natural history characteristics of the target species through a (embedded in ), c, and
This model can monitor species occupancy on both the patch and landscape level with the following statistics. On the patch level, we define the expected occupancy of patch i as the long-term probability of patch i being occupied, given that it is habitable; that is, * *probabilities that patch i is occupied and uninhabitable, respectively. On the landscape level, we define occupancy as the long-term average of the patch occupancy probabilities weighted by the patch area; that is, 
Comparison of Models
All three models provide a means of evaluating a landscape in terms of its ability to support a viable population; however, the emphasis of each model is on a different structure of the landscape. In this section, we show how our model reduces to the two parent models under certain conditions. We then contrast the different thresholds when these conditions are altered. These comparisons are done on a re-alistic landscape ( fig. 2) , which resembles the habitat of the butterfly, Melitaea cinxia, in Finland (Hanski and Thomas 1994) . This landscape was chosen because it has served as an illustration of a landscape with complex spatial structure that is known to support a viable metapopulation .
Comparison with the Dynamic Landscape Model
The DLM of Keymer et al. (2000) has at least three implicit assumptions: an infinite number of patches, homogeneous patches, and unlimited dispersal of the species (i.e., colonization is modeled as a mass action). Our model, SRDLM, has relaxed all three assumptions by permitting a finite number of patches, patch-specific transition rates, and connectivity-dependent colonization that is mitigated by the limited dispersal ability of the species and the spatial attributes of the landscape.
We can compare the two models through the following summary statistics of our patch model. Let be the A Q j average probability of a patch being in state j weighted by patch area; that is, can be reduced to the following system:
Note that equation (28) is analogous to equations (7) with the exception of the term ; this term n cA/ni2 i1 ip1 represents the inability of a patch to colonize itself. Thus, it is reasonable to consider of the SRDLM as the pro-A Q j portion of the habitat in state j and to compare it with of the DLM, when model parameters are
, and . Under these conditions, it is pos-ẽ/A p e cAnp c sible to compare the persistence thresholds for these two models:
where . Thus, under the conditions of ho-2 l p A (n Ϫ 1) M mogeneous area and unlimited dispersal, our model still requires a larger amount of suitable habitat when n is small. However, the two thresholds become equivalent as n becomes large, that is, as the limiting assumption of an infinite number of patches becomes more reasonable. How does the added spatial realism improve our understanding of the metapopulation dynamics? First we consider the effect of heterogeneous area. If rates of patch creation and destruction are dictated by equation (18), then the smaller patches are more ephemeral (compare 's); however, the probability of any patch being suitable, b i , is constant for each patch and *
independent of area. Heterogeneity of area also affects patch extinction and colonization rates. Patch heterogeneity always increases the occupancy above that of a homogeneous landscape and extends persistence thresholds ( fig. 3 ) because larger patches are assumed to have a larger carrying capacity. These larger local abundances not only decrease the focal patch's extinction risk but also increase the connectivity of surrounding patches by creating a larger pool of potential emigrants. These effects are realized even when species have unlimited dispersal ability (a p ) and are summarized by a decrease in metapopulation 0 capacity, that is, with heterogenous patch l p 29.8217 M area, whereas with homogeneous patch area. l p 8.40116
M
This disparity between results of homogeneous and heterogeneous patch areas is amplified as dispersal ability becomes more limited ( fig. 3) . Clearly, limited dispersal reduces colonization ability, thus restricting occupancy and persistence thresholds by decreasing metapopulation capacity. Limited dispersal magnifies the importance of the spatial layout of the landscape by scaling interpatch distances. Whereas colonization in the DLM is reduced to one parameter, , colonization in our model is paramec terized by a species' dispersal ability, a, and its colonization potential, c, given its ability to arrive at a patch. Thus, the more limited the dispersal ability becomes, the more critical the spatial structure of the landscape. In general, mean field models have overestimated occupancy and persistence thresholds because of their neglect of spatial correlations as a result of unlimited dispersal (Lande 1987; Bascompte and Solé 1996; Tilman et al. 1997; Brachet et al. 1999; Keymer et al. 2000) , but the spatial realism in our model allows one to define the scale of spatial correlations in occupancy, thus reducing inaccuracies in the estimated occupancy and persistence thresholds.
Intertwined with the spatial structure is the temporal structure of the landscape. The rate of change of the landscape signified by the mean lifetime of a patch, t, is quite important (fig. 4) . Connectivity in space-time is limited as the landscape changes at a faster rate, that is, by decreasing t. Sensitivity to t increases as dispersal ability becomes more limited (cf. fig. 4A, 4B ). All other factors being equal, a species with more colonization potential (higher c) is better equipped to deal with a more ephemeral habitat. Note also that once t exceeds its critical threshold, the occupancy of a better colonizer is more sensitive to changes in t than the occupancy of a poorer colonizer. Thus, the poorer colonizer is more constrained by its abilities, whereas the better colonizer is more constrained by the limitations of the landscape.
Comparison with the Spatially Realistic Levins Model
The essential difference between our model and SRLM is habitat variability. Whereas our model allows for uninhabitable patches and defines the lifetime of a patch in terms of its destruction rate, SRLM assumes that a patch is always habitable. Thus, the definition of a patch is fundamentally different in the two models. However, our model does reduce to the SRLM when the mean lifetime of each patch is infinite, that is, , implying a static t p ϱ landscape in which all patches are habitable and either empty or occupied. Habitat destruction in the SRLM is static and signifies a change in the landscape (e.g., patch area is reduced or a patch is lost from the landscape) leading to a permanent alteration in the connectivity of patches and metapopulation capacity. In our model, habitat destruction and creation (or restoration) are ephemeral. Although the landscape or metapopulation capacity is viewed as fixed, the relative impact of capacity is scaled by the probabilistic amount of suitable habitat, s. Moreover, connectivity is allowed to morph in response to suitability and occupancy.
We compare ephemeral habitat destruction with static destruction by introducing destruction into the SRLM through the use of nested, altered landscapes. Following Hanski and Ovaskainen (2000), we considered the effect of incorporating two types of static destruction into the SRLM: decreasing the area of patches and random removal of patches. Once again we utilized the realistic landscape depicted in figure 2. To facilitate comparisons, we kept the long-term expected amount of destroyed habitat in the SRDLM, , equal to the actual amount ofd p 1 Ϫ s p p i0 destroyed habitat d in the SRLM, calculated as d p 1 Ϫ (total area in the altered landscape)/(total area in . We compare landscape-level occuoriginal landscape) pancies, of the SRDLM (eq.
[27]) and of the SRLM * *
Q P
A A (eq.
[6]). For the SRLM, patch areas are defined iñ A i terms of the altered landscape and reflect destruction. For our model, patch area is always defined in terms of the original landscape, and destruction is reflected by a decline in the amount of suitable habitat s. We considered two rates of patch dynamics for the SRDLM: a rapidly changing landscape where and a slowly changing landscape t p 10 where . t p 1,000 When considering shrinking patch areas in the SRLM, each patch was statically decreased by the same proportional amount, , where
from 0 to 1. For each destruction level, equilibrial patch probabilities were calculated for each model. We compared the patch occupancies of our model, , given by equation * q i (26), with the long-term probability of occupancy, , of * p i the SRLM model in the statically reduced landscape. Both models show the same qualitative effect of area and isolation on the probability that a particular patch is occupied ( fig. 5) . At low destruction, the SRLM more closely corresponds to the predictions of our model within a slowly changing landscape; however, at higher destruction rates, the SRLM more closely corresponds to our model in a rapidly changing landscape ( fig. 5) . We also compared the landscape-level occupancies of each model, ) is fixed. Solid versus dashed versus dash-dotted lines show the effects of altering the rate at which the landscape changes, which 0.0414068 e p .1 is signified by mean patch lifetime t.
, as described above. Modeling destruction as the re- * P˜A duction of patch area in the SRLM produces a steeper decline in occupancy than predicted by our model regardless of the rates at which the landscape changes ( fig.  6 ). Note that a slowly changing landscape has the potential to greatly improve occupancy and extend persistence thresholds beyond what is predicted by statically declining patch area, even when the effective area of the landscape is the same.
When considering random removal of patches in the SRLM, 100 different nested landscapes were considered. To create sequences of nested landscapes , where
, the 50 patches from figure 2 were arranged i p 1, … , 100 in a random order such that represented the
unaltered landscape for all i. Nestedness was achieved by sequentially removing the patches from the landscape, , where The effect of random patch removal on the SRLM was calculated as a moving average of these points. The occupancy curves from our model under the assumptions for a rapidly versus slowly changing landscape provide reasonable bounds for the variation produced from the SRLM under random patch removal. However, there clearly are catastrophic orderings that produce early extinction events in the SRLM.
Conclusion
All three models provide a means of evaluating a landscape in terms of its ability to support a viable population; however, the emphasis of each model is on a different structural component of the landscape. The SRDLM provides a means for studying ephemeral destruction within fragmented landscapes while taking into account both the spatial and temporal structure of the landscape. It can be used to examine both global and local aspects of persistence and occupancy within an analytic framework. We found that long-term metapopulation persistence depends on the relationship between the scale of metapopulation dynamics and landscape dynamics. A species is able to tolerate more ephemeral destruction provided the rate of destruction does not exceed the scale of its own metapopulation dynamics. Indeed, colonization potential is scaled by the rate of patch dynamics, and reductions in occupancy are due to the cumulative effects of extinction and loss of habitat suitability. Thus, our model reinforces the role of spatiotemporal connectivity in metapopulation dynamics.
The thresholds and landscape matrix presented in this article are based on the assumption that patch destruction and creation rates are normalized by patch area (eq. [18] ). This was a convenient assumption because it allowed for the reduction and easy comparison of our model to previous contributions. However, these assumptions are not necessary, and different assumptions can be made that lead to different persistence thresholds, different measures of metapopulation capacity, and different dynamics (table 2; fig. 7 ). Note that occupancy is most resilient to destruction when patch destruction rates are inversely proportional to area and patch creation rates are independent of area, whereas occupancy is most sensitive to destruction when this assumption is reversed; that is, patch destruction rates are independent of area, and patch creation rates are inversely proportional to patch area. Both of these assumptions produce an area dependence in the long-term expected probability of a patch being suitable. Modeling patch destruction and creation rates separately emphasizes the fact that destruction and creation (or restoration) are different dynamic processes that can affect persistence and occupancy in singular ways. We concur with Fischer (2001) in that our results indicate that under certain assumptions, restoration might be less effective than previously assumed in that it compensates only for loss of habitat but not the harmful effect of patch dynamics ( fig. 7, solid line) .
Although we have focused on comparisons between the SRDLM model and its two parent models, SRLM (Moilanen and Hanski 1995; Hanski and Ovaskainen 2000) and DLM (Keymer et al. 2000) , other comparisons are possible. Gyllenberg and Hanski (1997) also studied the effects of dynamic destruction on metapopulation persistence, and their threshold (expression [7.1]) is consistent with our threshold (24) when amount of the suitable habitat is described by metapopulation capacity as opposed to their h. All models discussed so far have ignored the timescale of local population growth. In contrast, Johst et al. (2002) used a spatially explicit metapopulation model that combined local population and patch dynamics to study persistence in a dynamic landscape. They found that persistence was independent of the local population growth rate provided that this rate insured "fast" local dynamics. Assuming fast local dynamics, our model is also comparable to theirs, and many of our results were consistent. For example, both models confirm the dependence of occupancy and persistence on rate of destruction and that sensitivity to colonization and dispersal ability increases as the frequency of patch destruction increases. However, they ultimately concluded that, indeed, four rates (or timescales) interact and determine long-term persistence of metapopulations in dynamic landscapes: rate of patch destruction, rate of patch creation (or regeneration), local population growth rate, and colonization rate (Johst et al. 2002) .
The utility of our model lies in it flexibility. For instance, these rates of patch dynamics could easily incorporate a spatial component allowing for autocorrelation, thus allowing a separation of demographic stochasticity, e, from regional or environmental stochasticity, b and l. Moreover, the patch-specific nature of these parameters provides the flexibility to explore the consequences of subsets of patches operating under different rates of change, situations that are commonplace in landscapes subjected to multiple ownership. Neighboring subsets of patches may experience substantially different management regimes, leading to effects due to ownership fragmentation that may include variation in temporal dynamics. Even within the broader definitions of a patch that could include temporary refugia. Viewing habitat alteration as potentially ephemeral also provides greater flexibility in addressing practical issues associated with conservation in human-dominated landscapes. For instance, suppose that within a landscape a certain amount of habitat must be used for agricultural production. What potential benefits might accrue to metapopulations adapted to early successional habitats if fallow periods were included in crop rotation schemes? What critical rates and spatial configurations would be most conducive to attaining these benefits for species of con-servation concern? The model we have described has the potential to address these questions.
